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ABSTRACT 

 
The Bernie Keys Library (BKL) was created to assist 
researchers in the fields of simulation and experiential 
learning.  A database was created to identify the “citation 
classics” of the BKL and guide researchers to those BKL 
articles most frequently cited by ABSEL researchers.  It was 
found that simulation papers tended to use references more 
than experiential papers, some authors did not include 
references with published papers due to page limitations 
and many authors did not use or include reference lists. 
Some proposals are made to enhance the future utility of the 
existing BKL, and future research submissions. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
At its annual conference in 2000, ABSEL honored one 

of its founding fathers by introducing the Bernie Keys 
Library (BKL). Dr. Keys was one of the guiding leaders of 
ABSEL through the first 25 years of its history. The updated 
BKL 2001 edition contains the complete text of all articles 
as published in the first 28 years of ABSEL. The text along 
with an index is conveniently provided on a single CD-
ROM.  Annual updates will continue to keep the BKL 
current and complete. The BKL is viewed by ABSEL as a 
boon to researchers in the fields of simulation and 
experiential learning because it provides the entire published 
record for ABSEL in an easily searchable format.   

The BKL was a major step in facilitating access to 
ABSEL’s research heritage.  Accomplishing simple 
searches for articles, authors, or key words of interest 
involves only a very minor learning curve which can be 
accomplished in a matter of minutes.  A second contribution 
was the ABSEL EndNote Database (Platt & Peach, 2001) 
which provides the capability for more powerful searches of 
the BKL.  In addition, using the ABSEL EndNote Database, 
the normally tedious task of constructing a set of citations in 
an appropriate format can be quickly and easily 
accomplished.   

Continuing to develop methods and products that 
facilitate access to ABSEL’s research would be useful in 
broadening the appeal of preparing and submitting papers to 
ABSEL’s annual conference.  One such effort is the current 
work in progress proposed at the 2001 conference to 

identify ABSEL classics.  Another such effort is the subject 
of this paper: developing a list of most cited works.  The 
authors believe that generating a database that identifies the 
“citation classics” would enhance the utility of the BKL by 
guiding researchers to those articles perceived by previous 
researchers to have provided the most benefit and relevance.  
 

USING AND REFERENCING PUBLISHED 
RESEARCH 

 
The foundation of any research attempt is the body of 

work that precedes it as published in the literature relevant 
to its topic.  Only by knowing what has already been done 
in the field can either the author or reader effectively 
ascertain the benefit and relevance of the work at hand.  The 
BKL presents the potential for aiding researchers in the 
fields of interest to ABSEL: simulation and experiential 
learning.  As a searchable database of all past proceedings, 
it offers ease of access to the thoughts and findings of past 
contributors.  One of the critical aspects of any good 
research publication is the list of references provided by the 
authors.  References give readers not only insights into the 
rigor of the current effort, but an immediate and convenient 
pathway into the relevant literature.   

The efficacy of the BKL as a rich source of references 
in addition to the actual content of the articles is predicated 
on the assumptions that authors (1) do a rigorous literature 
review and (2) the references are included in the BKL.  To 
the extent that authors do not accomplish a literature review, 
it is difficult for them to know how their contribution fits 
with previous efforts.  To the extent that references are not 
available to readers, this lack creates several problems.  
First, it is difficult for the uninitiated to accurately ascertain 
the value and level of contribution the paper makes to the 
overall body of knowledge.  Second, it impairs the ability of 
knowledgeable readers to assess the scope of preparation 
accomplished by the authors.  Third, it makes it more 
difficult for researchers interested in the topic to identify 
and access relevant source documents and to build on the 
paper’s contribution.  
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ABSEL, REFERENCE LISTS AND THE BKL 

 
It is important for any library such as the BKL that 

where applicable, contributors accomplish quality literature 
reviews and that appropriate reference lists are included 
with published works. As former track chairs for ABSEL, 
the authors have first hand experience with the uneven 
quality of literature reviews and reference lists in many of 
the manuscripts submitted to ABSEL for its annual 
conference.  ABSEL reviewers are forced to downgrade 
their ratings for potentially quality papers because they 
demonstrate a lack of familiarity with ABSEL literature. 
Some papers are submitted which duplicate similar, if not 
identical, prior efforts published in ABSEL’s Proceedings, 
Developments in Simulation and Experiential Learning, or 
Developments in Simulation and Experiential Exercises.  
This is somewhat vexing when the latest effort is less 
rigorous than the prior effort.  It is very disappointing when 
a rigorous and thoughtful effort merely duplicates a 
previous effort.  Typically this is attributed to the authors 
being first time submitters, and that they therefore lack 
familiarity with ABSEL.  Even when the paper appears to 
make a new contribution, it detracts from its value if the 
authors fail to clearly place their work in the overall 
research stream, delineating how their work adds to that of 
others. 

Other disciplines have developed listings of published 
articles that are frequently referenced by other papers 
published in that discipline (Walstrom & Leonard, 2000).  
Referred to as ‘citation classics’, these lists provide a guide 
to popular articles and can be used as the basis for 
developing reading lists in a specific discipline. 
 
DEVELOPING THE CITATION DATABASE 

 
The intent of the authors was to identify a core set of 

ABSEL articles that were frequently cited by other authors.  
The most frequently cited articles would then be grouped by 
subject.  Potential contributors unfamiliar with ABSEL’s 
published heritage would still have the capability to search 
the entire BKL, but they would also have access to a single 
source where they could quickly identify those articles most 
frequently associated with their research interest.  The easier 
it is for potential contributors to gain familiarity with 
ABSEL’s literature, the more likely they are to acquire 
interest and confidence in adding to this body.  Once the 
initial effort of creating the database of all citations in the 
BKL for current volumes was accomplished, the 
maintenance effort would be relatively minor.  As the 
project established its value, future efforts would include 
citations of ABSEL articles contained in other publishing 
sources such as journals.  

Citations were extracted from the 28 volumes ABSEL 
has produced over the years: Volumes 1-7 as Proceedings, 
Volumes 8-24 as Developments in Business Simulation and 
Experiential Exercises, and Volumes 25-28 as 
Developments in Simulation and Experiential Learning.  

The citations were placed in an ACCESS database for ease 
of data manipulation and report preparation.  Citations from 
future editions of Developments in Simulation and 
Experiential Learning will be added to enhance the 
database.  Placing the citations in a database such as 
ACCESS allows for the creation of multiple reports that can 
group the data in any desired manner.  For this paper, a 
report was created listing articles by the frequency of 
citation by other articles in the BKL.   
 

FINDINGS 
 
Table 1 lists by volume the number of papers that (a) 

included references, (b) made no mention of references, (c) 
indicated that references were available upon request, and 
(d) the total accepted for that year.  The numbers in the 
column for papers that include references may be 
misleading as all articles that included any references are 
counted.  Many articles had as few as one to three citations 
in their reference list, while others had in excess of thirty.  
Some might argue that in many, if not most instances, citing 
only one or two references would not constitute an effective 
literature review.  For the purpose of this paper, no 
distinctions were made based on number of citations. 

Some of the patterns in Table 1 are readily explained 
while others are somewhat more difficult to understand.  
The relatively recent trend for a steady increase in papers 
that only supply references on request may be explained by 
the page limitations necessitated by printing costs.  Many 
authors chose to retain article content and forgo including 
references in the published form if they were approaching 
their page limits.  Such papers ranged from twenty to forty 
percent annually of accepted papers in the last few years.   

The pattern for papers that do not include references is 
not as clear.  Volumes 15 and 16 had very few such papers, 
but the years on either side had relatively high numbers of 
such papers.  It seemed papers without references were 
trending down in the 1990s, but recent years have again 
seen higher numbers.  The total number of papers accepted 
has been remarkably stable over ABSEL’s twenty-eight 
years.  Other than 1987's conference at Hilton Head Island, 
which generated 109 papers, accepted papers have been 
generally in the range of fifty to seventy. 

The top nine most frequently cited papers are listed in 
Table 2.  Only the top nine rather than ten papers were listed 
as an additional ten papers were tied at eight cites.  The 
papers cited nine or more times by other papers in the BKL 
were all simulation papers.  This reflects the tendency of 
many experiential papers to not provide reference lists.  This 
propensity is revisited later in the discussion section.  Other 
than the Bernie Keys 1976 paper Review of Learning 
Research (which earned top citation honors at 18) the other 
top papers seem to fall into two groups: those dealing with 
construction of simulations and those dealing with learning 
and simulations.  Anyone familiar with ABSEL would not 
be surprised at this result.  Although not listed, all ten of the 
papers with eight citations were also simulation related.  
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Nine of these dealt with learning aspects of simulation, and 
one with the construction of simulation algorithms.  For 
papers with seven cites, experiential papers appear and the 
variety of topics begins to increase. 

Table 3 indicates the citation frequency for papers 
garnering four or more citations.  As would be expected, the 
number of papers for a given level of cites rises almost 
exponentially as the citation levels decrease.  An interesting 
finding illustrated by the table is that out of 1629 papers 
examined, only 95 were cited 4 or more times.  
 

DISCUSSION 
 
Initial analysis of the BKL indicated two disturbing 

trends: a decreasing percentage of authors were providing 
references, (See Table 1) and to some extent the reference 
lists provided were becoming shorter.  Volume 28, for the 
year 2001, may signal a reversal of those trends or may be 
an anomaly.  Approximately 30% of the papers did not 
include references, although about one fifth of these 
indicated they were available upon request. 

After reviewing Table 1, we believe that the usefulness 
of the database may be degraded by the number of papers 
categorized as ‘references available’. Many were serious 
works that likely had substantive reference lists.  These 
missing data became in a sense an intervening variable.  
Although the majority of papers included references, there 
was enough missing that it calls for capturing, as far as 
possible, the missing references.  As a follow-on to this 
paper, we will contact the authors with papers advertising 
references available on request, and ask for these lists.  
These lists will then be added to the database, and an 
analysis conducted to see if there are any material changes 
in the sequence of papers.  A lack of change in the sequence 
of papers will indicate that the missing lists did not affect 
the validity of the current data.  A material change in the 
sequence will indicate that references were not provided in a 
non-random manner and this will reinforce the value of 
including all data in an analysis. 

We were somewhat dismayed at the number of authors 
who do not provide any citations in their works.  We accept 
that some experiential exercises may not require a literature 
review.  But it seems that many of these papers were written 
without any apparent consideration as to how they fit with 
similar efforts.  The simulation arena was generally noted 
for providing reference lists, but even here there were 
papers with remarkably few (e.g., one) references. 

As noted earlier, the experiential arena was notable for 
the number of papers without any references at all.  It would 
seemingly be helpful for developers of experiential 
exercises to reference similar exercises, and discuss the 

relative features and merits.  Readers familiar with similar 
exercises will more readily understand the purpose of the 
new exercise, and be able to assess its potential value to 
them in their classrooms.  We hesitate to claim that every 
paper should have references, but their inclusion will almost 
always enhance the value of any paper. 
 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
A number of additions to this project are contemplated 

to improve its value.  (1) We intend to collect, to the extent 
possible, the missing reference lists to enhance the validity 
of rankings within the list of most cited works.  This will 
require locating and contacting authors and acquiring the 
missing reference lists.  (2) We will add reference lists from 
future years to add to the richness of data.  (3) The most 
cited papers will be identified and grouped by subject matter 
to provide prospective authors a ready guide as to which 
papers are relevant to their research efforts. 

Analyses can also be conducted to determine the 
historical pattern of citations.  By tracking citation histories, 
it can be determined if there are differences between total 
citations, and recent citation patterns.  As research streams 
shift, the most relevant papers may have fewer, but more 
recent cites.  Another possible analysis is to assess the 
degree of self-citation.  Authors with a long-term research 
stream may tend to cite their previous works in successive 
papers, thus building their numbers. 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
ABSEL should make the nature and value of the Bernie 

Keys Library a focal point in the annual call for papers.  The 
BKL has clear value for new submitters in providing 
information and ideas on suitable topics and papers. In 
addition, a strong recommendation should be made to new 
and old submitters to review the BKL for prior work similar 
to the proposed topic.  The BKL makes it relatively easy for 
a writer on any topic pertinent to ABSEL’s fields of interest 
to review and reference relevant prior research.  The 
ABSEL EndNote Database makes it relatively easy for 
prospective authors to review articles and build reference 
lists.  Both of these should be prominently displayed in all 
ABSEL publicity efforts as well as the call for papers. 

ABSEL has a history of improving the quality of its 
accepted papers.  Effective use of tools such as the BKL 
will further improve the quality of research and 
submissions, and as a consequence improve the overall 
impact ABSEL has on its fields of interest.  
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Table 1 - Frequency of References in BKL 

 
Volume  References  References  References  Total 
Number Included      Not Included  On Request  Accepted 
  1  19 27 0 46 
   2  22 21 0 43 
   3  26 11 0 37 
   4  35 11 0 46 
   5  34 14 0 48 
   6  50 22 0 72 
   7  36 25 0 61 
   8  59 18  0 77 
   9  55 16 0 71 
 10  31 10 0 41 
 11  49 13 0 62 
 12  33 14 0 47 
 13  54 10 1 65 
 14  52 56  1  109 
 15  55 5 0 60 
 16  39 4 0 43 
 17  52 22 2 76 
 18  34 12 4 50 
 19  51 22 3 76 
 20  38 26 5 69 
 21 43 11 2 56 
 22 43 3 6 52 
 23 29 6 7 42 
 24 45 3 15 63 
 25 32 9 12 53 
 26 37 12 6 55 
 27 31 12 18 61 
 28        29       8     1      48 
TOTAL  1123 423 83 1629 
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Table 2 - Most Cited Papers 

 
Cites  Article Reference 
 
18  Keys, B.  1976. A review of learning research in business gaming. 
 
14  Pray, T., & S. Gold.  1982. Inside the black box: An analysis of underlying demand functions in contemporary 

business simulations. 
 
13  Gold, S., & T Pray. 1983. Stimulating market and firm demand  - a robust demand system. 
 
11  Wellington, W.E., & A. J. Faria. 1991. An investigation of the relationship between simulation play, performance 

level and recency of play on exam score. 
 
11  Wolfe, J.  1978. Correlation between academic achievement, aptitude and business game performance. 
 
9  Edwards, W.F. 1987. Learning macroeconomic theory and policy analysis via microcomputer simulation. 
 
9  Faria, A.J., & T.R. Whitely. 1990. An empirical evaluation of the pedagogical value of playing a simulation game in 

a principles of marketing course. 
 
9  Goosen, K.  1986. An interpolation approach to developing mathematical functions for business simulations. 
 
9  Patz, A.L.  1990. Group personality composition and total enterprise simulation performance. 
 
 

Table 3 - Citation Frequencies 
 

Number of Citations 9+ 8 7 6 5  4 

Number of Papers 9 10 9 14 20 33 
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